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RIGGER 
- General context of the sector: 
 
In general, riggers operate in a wide range of industrial sectors (for example: marine, 
extraction, construction, telecommunications and many others), including the 
entertainment sector, and the particularly varied and diversified range of live events 
which represent this industry’s main core. 
This document will focus on the rigger’s profession in the specific area of “live music 
events”. 
In Italy, the first prototype of rigging activity in live events can be traced back to the 
beginning of the strong tradition of OPERA shows, where, still today, these professionals 
are named with the old Italian theatrical word of “macchinisti” (technicians 
specialized in set-up, moving/changing and dismantling scenery and sets, including 
the management of the wires and the wooden bars attached to the grid). 
In the contemporary live music sector, riggers are very specialized operators who work 
both at height and on the ground, in the design, preparation, positioning and 
installation of rigging systems, made with different types of lifting elements and 
accessories, designed to support different types of technical, scenic and structural 
equipment, as well as artists and performers. 
Their work is essential in every type of show and venue, from clubs to indoor sport 
arenas, from stadiums to temporary outdoor locations. 
 
- Background, Training & Required Certifications: 
 
In Italy the professions of rigger, scaffolder and production manager for the 
entertainment industry are not officially recognized nationally. 
There are no specific government apprenticeship programs. 
Also, there are no national official certificates and qualification systems. 
 
At a regional level, the regions of Lazio and Emilia-Romagna have developed systems 
for the acknowledgment and qualification of professions in the entertainment industry, 
mainly in the film and theater show areas. 
 
In general, all the apprenticeship programs that are legislatively required are strictly 
related to Health & Safety knowledge at various levels, depending on the specific 
activity considered.  
All these programs are specified in the Legislative Decree n. 81/2008, which is the 
national Health & Safety framework law. Legislative Decree 81/2008 is also the Italian 
implementation of the European Framework Directive 89/391/EEC. 
The DL 81/08 is dedicated to all aspects of H&S, including all different types of working 
activity in all different kinds of working environments.    
The article n. 37 of the DL 81/08 contains all indications about the basic general 
training programs for all workers, which is absolutely mandatary.  
This article also contains indications about specific training programs for high risk 
activities, including working at height on scaffolding structures and on ropes. These are 
also absolutely mandatary. 
For riggers and scaffolders, the Annex XXI of the DL 81/08 contains all the indications 
about working at height on scaffolding structures and on ropes training programs. 
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The State-Regions Agreement Act of 21/12/2011 establishes that the training is 
delegated to the Regions, based on the national agreed program, managed by 
officially certified training centers.  
 
These programs include: 
 

- Training Methodology  
- Training Pathway 
- Characteristic of Trainers 
- Contents of the programs, divided in three areas: Legal, Theoretical, Practical 
- Duration of the programs, divided in hours to be dedicated to each one of the 

three areas 
- Evaluation & Certification 
- Training Updates 

 
The background of all these programs is the construction industry, there are no 
references to the entertainment industry.  
 
Between 2011 and 2013, when three tragic fatal accidents occurred in a small 
timeframe during the set-up and dismantling of big concerts, the national authorities 
(Ministry of Work and Ministry of Health) realized that, despite having some similarities, 
the live events construction activities were actually quite different from the building 
construction ones. 
So, in July 2014 a new specific H&S regulation was issued for the live events sector (DL 
22/07/2014, the so called “stages decree”, and the following Ministerial Circular n.35 
24/12/2014), where in Article n. 4, paragraph 1, letters b and c it established that 
workers who carry out their activities at height on scaffolding and ropes must receive 
additional specific training, guaranteed by their employers. This, without any 
reference to programs, contents or otherwise. 
It is now in the hands of the live events private sector to define and manage this 
“additional training”. 
 
At the moment, few rigging and cooperative companies, already certified as training 
centers for the standard programs, are developing additional parts dedicated to 
rigging in entertainment.  
 
Some examples can be found here: 
http://www.orionriggers.com/formazione/index.html 
https://www.litectruss.com/training 
 
Assomusica is also working together with the state workers insurance company (INAIL) 
on the definition and management of the mentioned “additional training” for 
scaffolders and riggers. 
 
Recap of Certificates needed for riggers required by Italian legislation: 
 

• Generic Health & Safety Training Certificates 
• Specific Training Certificates for working at height on ropes 
• Medical Fit to Work Certificate 
• Specific Training Certificates to drive forklifts, cherry pickers or other machineries  
• Certificate of additional training released by the employer.  
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Even if not formally recognized, International training certificates like PLASA and IPAF 
are accepted from the inspection authorities. 
 
- Description (what they do in their professional practice...); 
 

- Design rigging systems to support technical and scenic material  
- Design rigging plots 
- Adapt the general rigging plots of tour productions to the specific 

characteristics of the venues 
- List all rigging material needed for the event 
- Coordinate all rigging and loading information with production dept. and with 

the professionals certified to sign-off the project 
- Collaborate with scaffolders for ground support construction, especially for 

lifting components 
- Mark out the floor of the venue according to the rigging plot  
- Assemble rigging systems and attach them to the rigging points of permanent 

or temporary structure 
- Manage all lifting equipment, including hoists, accessories and trusses 
- Carry out all lifting operations 

 
- Knowledge required; 
 

- Legislative requirements of General and Specific Health & Safety 
- Specific Knowledge of the Ministry of the Interior Circular – Verification of 

Solidity and Safety of the Hanging Loads (Prot. n. 1689 of 01/04/2011) 
- Legislative requirements regarding lifting operations and equipment 
- Specific Knowledge of the Machinery Directive 2006/42/CE and the new Guide 

to Application released in July 2017 
- Knowledge of the most general and fundamental notions of physics, 

mechanics and mathematics  
- A thorough knowledge of all the rigging materials and lifting systems on the 

market 
- Knowledge of Autocad Software at advanced level 
- Knowledge of the English language at advanced level 

 
 
- Skills required; 
 

• Ability to work with safely at height 
• Ability to perform quick and basic calculations regarding still and moving 

suspended loads 
• Ability to perform sight inspections of the materials they are using and to 

identify potential risks deriving from their condition and maintenance 
• Ability to work effectively as part of the Production team 
• Ability to effectively communicate, giving and receiving instructions with others 

 
- Qualification Level at national or European level (if present); 
 
NONE 
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SCAFFOLDER 
- General context of the sector: 
 
In general, the scaffolder is a skilled worker who mainly works in the construction 
industry. Their primary task is to assemble temporary structures such as scaffolding and 
platforms, mainly intended to safely support workers (including their tools and 
materials they use) engaged in operations at height or in similarly precarious situations. 
 
In the entertainment and live event industry the scaffolder works both at height and 
on the ground and is specialized in the assembly of temporary structures to support 
the technical (audio, light, video etc.), scenic and artistic elements of the show.   
 
They also take care of all related activities: such as the unloading of the trucks, the 
positioning of the materials on the ground according to a functional logistics criteria, 
disassembly and reloading. They access and work at height using anchoring systems, 
to which PPE can be connected to prevent falls from height, following the vertical 
development of the structures. They access height also using mobile elevating work 
platforms (cherry pickers). Their activity also involves the use of forklifts of different 
types and, for the set-up of ground supports for outdoor events, the coordination of 
multiple mobile cranes actions.   
 
- Description (what they do, in their professional practice...); 
 
In the entertainment industry it is possible to identify at least two different levels of 
scaffolders: 
 
At Standard Level those who: 
 

- Supervise all loading activities of the material into the trucks before the 
transportation to the venue or location. 

- Supervise, and often directly manage, the activities of unloading the materials 
from the trucks and positioning on the ground in the most appropriate ways 
according to the procedure and the sequence of set-up of the structures. 

- Supervise the management of all the machineries needed to move the 
material 

- Coordinate all crew teams dedicated to the structure material movements 
(stage hands and climbers), often advising about the best way of to manually 
manage non-standard materials. 

- Directly perform the manual activity of setting-up and dismantling the single 
component materials of the structures. 

- Manage and / or coordinate the correct installation of the plastic covers of the 
structures, both at height and on the ground 

- Prepare and connect the grounding wires on the temporary structures, so the 
specific electrician can connect them to the permanent grounding system of 
the venue or location. 

- Position and set-up the barricade system of the technical and artistic areas of 
the show with free standing (anti-panic) barriers, following the project drawn up 
by a qualified technician in charge of the practices for obtaining the license for 
the show. 
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At Advanced Level: 
 
On top of the activities listed above, the advanced scaffolder manages the following: 
 

- Performs a direct check of compliance and conditions of the venue/location, 
checking in particular the ground surface that will host and support the main 
structures (outdoor) 

- Carries out geodetic and topographical surveys with tools such as Theodolite 
and level (outdoor) 

- Marks out on the ground the main points that determine the precise positioning 
of the structures according to designed footprint layout of the event. 

- Coordinates the positioning of the materials according to the specific set-up 
procedures 

- Coordinates the crew teams on moving the material during set-up and 
dismantling, often giving indications concerning the best manual handling of 
such materials. 

- Constantly checks the compliance between the project and the progressive 
setting-up of the structures. 

- Coordinates with the rigging team for the installation of the lifting equipment to 
bring the roof at height. 

 
 
 
- Knowledge required; 
 

• Legislative requirements for General and Specific Health & Safety 
• Legislative requirements for general and specific live show licensing  
• Understanding of basic legal requirements and responsibilities in construction 

work 
• Knowledge of the most general and fundamental notions of physics, 

mechanics and mathematics in relation to their application to temporary 
structures 

• Have a thorough knowledge of the systems and materials used to build the 
structures, as well as their relative design and construction methods 

• Competency regarding manual lifting techniques and related equipment 
• Knowledge of the characteristics / limitations of different types of machinery 

(forklift, cherry pickers, cranes) 
• Knowledge of Autocad Software at medium/advanced level 
• Knowledge of English language at medium/advanced level 

 
 
 

 
- Skills required; 
 

• Ability to read and understand the documents of suppliers and designers such 
as the area plans, technical designs and drawings, with particular attention to 
the parts concerning the structures 

• Ability to perform quick and basic calculations regarding still and moving 
suspended loads in relation to the structures loading capacities 

• Ability to perform sight inspections of the materials being used and to identify 
potential risks deriving from their condition and maintenance 
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• Ability to work safely at height 
• Ability to use all the necessary tools at work, including ropes and pulleys, with 

confidence 
• Ability to adequately program the sequences and assembly procedures of the 

structures to be built 
• Ability to identify potential hazards within the working area and be able to take 

adequate precautions so that they do not become a risk to the health and 
safety of workers 

• Ability to work effectively as a part of the Production team 
• Ability to effectively communicate, giving and receiving instructions 

 
 
 
 
- Background, Training & Required Certifications: 
 
In Italy the professions of rigger, scaffolder and production manager for the 
entertainment industry are not nationally recognized. 
There are no specific government apprenticeship programs. 
Also, there are no national official certificates and qualification systems. 
 
At a regional level, the regions of Lazio and Emilia-Romagna have developed systems 
for the acknowledgment and qualification of professions in the entertainment industry, 
mainly in the film and theater show areas. 
 
In general, all the apprenticeship programs that are legislatively required are strictly 
related to Health & Safety knowledge at various level, depending on the specific 
activities considered.  
All these programs are specified in the Legislative Decree n. 81/2008, which is the 
national Health & Safety framework law. Legislative Decree 81/2008 is also the Italian 
implementation of the European Framework Directive 89/391/EEC. 
The DL 81/08 is dedicated to all aspects of H&S, including all different types of working 
activity in all different kinds of working environments.    
The article n. 37 of the DL 81/08 contains all the indications about basic general 
training programs for all workers, which is absolutely mandatary.  
This article also contains indications about specific training programs for high risk 
activities, including working at height on scaffolding structures and on ropes. These are 
also absolutely mandatary. 
For riggers and scaffolders, the Annex XXI of the DL 81/08 contains all the indications 
about working at height on scaffolding structures and on ropes training programs. 
The State-Regions Agreement Act of 21/12/2011 establish that the training is 
delegated to the Regions, based on the agreed national program, managed by 
officially certified training centers.  
 
These programs include: 
 

- Training Methodology  
- Training Pathway 
- Characteristics of Trainers 
- Contents of the programs, divided in three areas: Legal, Theoretical, Practical 
- Duration of the programs, divided in hours to be dedicated to each one of the 

three areas 
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- Evaluation & Certification 
- Training Updates 

 
The background of all these programs is the construction industry, there are no 
references to the entertainment industry.  
 
Between 2011 and 2013, when three tragic fatal accidents occurred in a small 
timeframe during the set-up and dismantling of big concerts, the national authorities 
(Ministry of Work and Ministry of Health) realized that, despite having some similarities, 
the live events construction activities where actually quite different from the building 
construction ones. 
So, in July 2014 a new specific H&S regulation was issued for the live events sector (DL 
22/07/2014, the so called “stages decree” and the following Ministerial Circular n.35 
24/12/2014), where in the Article n. 4, paragraph 1, letters b and c it is established that 
workers who carry out their activities at height on scaffolding and ropes must receive 
an additional specific training, guaranteed by their employers. This, without any 
reference to programs, contents or otherwise. 
It is now in the hands of the live events private sector to define and manage this 
“additional training”. 
 
Assomusica is also working together with the state workers insurance company (INAIL) 
on the definition and management of the mentioned “additional training” for 
scaffolders and riggers. 
 
Recap of Certifications needed for scaffolder required from the Italian legislation: 
 

• Generic Health & Safety Training Certificates 
• Specific Training Certificates for working at height on scaffolding structures 

Medical Fit to Work Certificate 
• Specific Training Certificates to drive forklifts, cherry pickers or other machineries  
• Certificate of additional training released by the employer.  

 
Even if not formally recognized, International training certificates like PLASA and IPAF 
are well accepted from the inspection authorities. 
 
 
 
- Qualification Level at national or European level (if present); 
 
NONE 
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PRODUCTION MANAGER 
- General context of the sector; 
 
Differently from riggers and scaffolders, the Production Manager (PM) does not install, 
assemble, build or directly activate anything. Their job is exclusively managerial. 
The PM can be a manager, director or executive, depending on the seniority level. 
In live music events the PM is the operative person that works directly for the Producer 
of the event, and his main job is to manage and coordinate the event from the early 
stages of design to the very end of the event, in all its different aspects, including 
finance, legal, technical, logistic creative and artistic. 
 
- Description (what they do, in their professional practice...); 
 
The PM activities are planning and executing events, managing and coordinating all 
the different groups of designers involved in the process, such as the creative group 
(set-designer, lighting designer, visual designer, sound designer, special fx designers), 
the group of the suppliers, the group of certified engineers and architects involved in 
the H&S planning and licensing procedures. 
The PM also manages all production and pre-production communication with the 
venues and their staff. 
The PM also actively participates in the cost breakdown of the event and works 
together with the finance dept. to manage the business plan and the actual budget. 
The PM prepares the production schedule and the technical rider of the show. 
The PM chooses the most suitable vendors according to the specific elements of show. 
The PM puts together the production team 
The PM puts together the certified professional team for signing-off all legislative 
mandatary aspects of the show. 
 
- Knowledges required; 
 

- Knowledge of the full process of event production, from the very first ideation to 
all the different creative and artistic stages of design, to the various feasibility 
checks, to the pre-production and the on-site production. 

- Knowledge of the full H&S and licensing regulations 
- Full knowledge of the live music vendors market 
- Knowledge of ticketing and marketing systems in live music business 
- Knowledge of promoters, agents, managers and artists interacting modes 
- Knowledge of basic structural, mechanical and electrical issues related to live 

event applications 
- Knowledge of Budgeting and financial strategies 
- Knowledge and constant updating of all staging, lighting, video, audio, special 

fx technologies on the market 
- Knowledge of Autocad Software at medium/advanced level 
- Knowledge of English at medium/advanced level 
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- Skills required; 
 
 

- Proven leadership and the ability to manage production and crew teams 
- High ability in every aspect of communication 
- Ability to stay calm and focused working under considerable pressure 
- Ability to inspire confidence and thrust in those with whom they work  
- Very flexible approach to working hours 
- Problem solving ability 

 
 
- Background (what the educational and professional paths to acquire the profile); 
 
The profession of PM is mostly learned through direct in the field experience. 
Different levels of experience are what makes the difference between PMs 
That is why on the whole, the PM background comes after years of technical 
experience in other professions within the industry, like rigging, lighting, audio, video 
technicians. 
 
 
- Qualification Level at national or European level (if present); 
 
TBC 
 
 
- Required certifications (if any); 
 
Being a managerial job, there are no required certifications. 
As per all different types and levels of workers, H&S knowledge is required. 
Again, a general H&S training program for managers can be found in the article n. 37 
of the DL 81/08. 
 
 
 
- Training opportunities, and necessity to receive any professional updating (if any). 
 
Recently, quite a few theoretical apprenticeship courses have been released from 
private training institutes, but all of them have the problem of the necessity of in the 
field experience to form a PM. 
The practice of internship seems to be a possible answer to this problem. 
Between many interns that every summer work 2 or 3 month in the field, few of them 
remain in the industry as Production Assistants. 
To go from Production Assistant to PM level is a long journey, but it is not impossible. 
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LINKS AND ANNEXES 
 
Link to: 
 
European Framework Directive 89/391/EEC 
 
https://osha.europa.eu/en/legislation/directives/the-osh-framework-directive/1 
 
 
Legislative Decree n. 81/2008 H&S Framework Law: 
 
http://www.lavoro.gov.it/documenti-e-norme/studi-e-
statistiche/Documents/Testo%20Unico%20sulla%20Salute%20e%20Sicurezza%20sul%20Lavoro/Test
o-Unico-81-08-Edizione-Giugno%202016.pdf 
 
State-Regions Agreement Act of 21/12/2011: 
 
http://www.statoregioni.it/Documenti/DOC_034472_221%20CSR%20PUNTO%202%20ODG.pdf 

 
Annex XXI of the DL 81/08: 
 
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/SoleOnLine4/SpecialiDossier/2008/decreto-
sicurezza/allegati/allegato21.pdf?cmd%3Dart 
 
Machinery Directive 2006/42/CE and the new Guide to Application released in July 
2017 
 
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/mechanical-engineering/machinery_en 
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ANNEX I 
 
DL 81 2008 - Articolo 37 - Formazione dei lavoratori e dei loro rappresentanti 
 
1. Il datore di lavoro assicura che ciascun lavoratore riceva una formazione sufficiente ed adeguata in materia di 
salute e sicurezza, anche rispetto alle conoscenze linguistiche, con particolare riferimento a: 
a) concetti di rischio, danno, prevenzione, protezione, organizzazione della prevenzione aziendale, diritti e 
doveri dei vari soggetti aziendali, organi di vigilanza, controllo, assistenza; 
b) rischi riferiti alle mansioni e ai possibili danni e alle conseguenti misure e procedure di prevenzione e 
protezione caratteristici del settore o comparto di appartenenza dell’azienda. 
 
2. La durata, i contenuti minimi e le modalità della formazione di cui al comma 1 sono definiti mediante Accordo 
in sede di Conferenza permanente per i rapporti tra lo Stato, le Regioni e le Province autonome di Trento e di 
Bolzano adottato, previa consultazione delle parti sociali, entro il termine di dodici mesi dalla data di entrata in 
vigore del presente decreto legislativo. 
 
3. Il datore di lavoro assicura, altresì, che ciascun lavoratore riceva una formazione sufficiente ed adeguata in 
merito ai rischi specifici di cui ai titoli del presente decreto successivi al I. Ferme restando le disposizioni già in 
vigore in materia, la formazione di cui al periodo che precede è definita mediante l’Accordo di cui al comma 2. 
 
4. La formazione e, ove previsto, l’addestramento specifico devono avvenire in occasione: 
a) della costituzione del rapporto di lavoro o dell’inizio dell’utilizzazione qualora si tratti di somministrazione di 
lavoro; 
b) del trasferimento o cambiamento di mansioni; 
c) della introduzione di nuove attrezzature di lavoro o di nuove tecnologie, di nuove sostanze e miscele 
pericolose. 

 
5. L’addestramento viene effettuato da persona esperta e sul luogo di lavoro. 
 
6. La formazione dei lavoratori e dei loro rappresentanti deve essere periodicamente ripetuta in relazione 
all’evoluzione dei rischi o all’insorgenza di nuovi rischi. 
 
7. I dirigenti e i preposti ricevono a cura del datore di lavoro, un’adeguata e specifica formazione e un 
aggiornamento periodico in relazione ai propri compiti in materia di salute e sicurezza del lavoro. I contenuti della 
formazione di cui al presente comma comprendono: 
a) principali soggetti coinvolti e i relativi obblighi; 
b) definizione e individuazione dei fattori di rischio; 
c) valutazione dei rischi; 
d) individuazione delle misure tecniche, organizzative e procedurali di prevenzione e protezione. 
 
7-bis. La formazione di cui al comma 7 può essere effettuata anche presso gli organismi paritetici di cui 
all’articolo 
51 o le scuole edili, ove esistenti, o presso le associazioni sindacali dei datori di lavoro o dei lavoratori. 
8. I soggetti di cui all’articolo 21, comma 1, possono avvalersi dei percorsi formativi appositamente definiti, 
tramite l’Accordo di cui al comma 2, in sede di Conferenza permanente per i rapporti tra lo Stato, le Regioni e le 
Province 
autonome di Trento e di Bolzano. 
9. I lavoratori incaricati dell’attività di prevenzione incendi e lotta antincendio, di evacuazione dei luoghi di lavoro 
in caso di pericolo grave ed immediato, di salvataggio, di primo soccorso e, comunque, di gestione 
dell’emergenza devono ricevere un’adeguata e specifica formazione e un aggiornamento periodico; in attesa 
dell’emanazione delle disposizioni di cui al comma 3 dell’articolo 46, continuano a trovare applicazione le 
disposizioni di cui al decreto del Ministro dell’interno in data 10 marzo 1998, pubblicato nel S.O. alla G.U. n. 81 
del 7 aprile 1998, attuativo dell’articolo 13 del decreto legislativo 19 settembre 1994, n. 626. 
 
10. Il rappresentante dei lavoratori per la sicurezza ha diritto ad una formazione particolare in materia di salute e 
sicurezza concernente i rischi specifici esistenti negli ambiti in cui esercita la propria rappresentanza, tale da 
assicurargli adeguate competenze sulle principali tecniche di controllo e prevenzione dei rischi stessi. 
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11. Le modalità, la durata e i contenuti specifici della formazione del rappresentante dei lavoratori per la sicurezza 
sono stabiliti in sede di contrattazione collettiva nazionale, nel rispetto dei seguenti contenuti minimi: 
a) principi giuridici comunitari e nazionali; 
b) legislazione generale e speciale in materia di salute e sicurezza sul lavoro; 
c) principali soggetti coinvolti e i relativi obblighi; 
d) definizione e individuazione dei fattori di rischio; 
e) valutazione dei rischi; 
f) individuazione delle misure tecniche, organizzative e procedurali di prevenzione e protezione; 
g) aspetti normativi dell’attività di rappresentanza dei lavoratori; 
h) nozioni di tecnica della comunicazione. 
La durata minima dei corsi è di 32 ore iniziali, di cui 12 sui rischi specifici presenti in azienda e le conseguenti 
misure di prevenzione e protezione adottate, con verifica di apprendimento. La contrattazione collettiva nazionale 
disciplina le modalità dell’obbligo di aggiornamento periodico, la cui durata non può essere inferiore a 4 ore 
annue per le imprese che occupano dai 15 ai 50 lavoratori e a 8 ore annue per le imprese che occupano più di 50 
lavoratori. 
 
12. La formazione dei lavoratori e quella dei loro rappresentanti deve avvenire, in collaborazione con gli 
organismi paritetici, ove presenti nel settore e nel territorio in cui si svolge l’attività del datore di lavoro, durante 
l’orario di lavoro e non può comportare oneri economici a carico dei lavoratori. 
 
13. Il contenuto della formazione deve essere facilmente comprensibile per i lavoratori e deve consentire loro di 
acquisire le conoscenze e competenze necessarie in materia di salute e sicurezza sul lavoro. Ove la formazione 
riguardi lavoratori immigrati, essa avviene previa verifica della comprensione e conoscenza della lingua veicolare 
utilizzata nel percorso formativo. 
 
14. Le competenze acquisite a seguito dello svolgimento delle attività di formazione di cui al presente decreto 
sono registrate nel libretto formativo del cittadino di cui all’articolo 2, comma 1, lettera i), del decreto legislativo 
10 settembre 2003, n. 276(N), e successive modificazioni, se concretamente disponibile in quanto attivato nel 
rispetto delle vigenti disposizioni. Il contenuto del libretto formativo è considerato dal datore di lavoro ai fini della 
programmazione della formazione e di esso gli organi di vigilanza tengono conto ai fini della verifica degli 
obblighi di cui al presente decreto. 
 
14-bis. In tutti i casi di formazione ed aggiornamento, previsti dal presente decreto legislativo per dirigenti, 
preposti, 
lavoratori e rappresentanti dei lavoratori per la sicurezza in cui i contenuti dei percorsi formativi si sovrappongano, 
in tutto o in parte, è riconosciuto il credito formativo per la durata e per i contenuti della formazione e 
dell’aggiornamento corrispondenti erogati. Le modalità di riconoscimento del credito formativo e i modelli per 
mezzo dei quali è documentata l’avvenuta formazione sono individuati dalla Conferenza permanente per i 
rapporti tra lo Stato, le regioni e le province autonome di Trento e di Bolzano, sentita la Commissione consultiva 
permanente di cui all’articolo 6. Gli istituti di istruzione e universitari provvedono a rilasciare agli allievi 
equiparati ai lavoratori, ai sensi dell’articolo 2, comma 1, lettera a), e dell’articolo 37, comma 1, lettere a) e b), del 
presente decreto, gli attestati di avvenuta formazione sulla salute e sicurezza sul lavoro. 

 
 
 
 
 



ANNEX II - DL 22/07/2014





































ANNEX III - MINISTERIAL CIRCULAR N. 35 24/12/2014
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